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STRESS RELIEF 01" COPPI:M-CLAD
MICJ.`WWi VY, CIR++. CUT LAMINATES
TO l.tE1'txCV1 AND PRE''V'EN'T WARPAGE
Abstract
Stresses, inhorent in copper-clad microwave circuit
laminates, cause warpage when a circuit is etched on
one side of the board, The stresses are caused by the
process of laminating copper to the plastic board. Prior
to etching, the stresses may be eliminated to prevent
warpage; after etching, they may be eliminated to reduce
warpage. Eliminatiot-. of stresses in microwave circuit
boards is effected by treating the boards cryogenically.'
The temperature required to stress relieve a board depends
upon the composition of the plastic board. A copper-clad
fiber glass/styrene copolymer board, which was studied,
0
required -80 C to prevent warpage during etching and to eliminate
warpage resulting from etching.
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STRESS RELIEF OF COPPER-CLAD MICROWAVE
CIRCUIT LAMINATES TO REDU".#E AND PREVENT WARPAGE
INTRODUCTION
A comnYon occurrence in the production of microwave components is warpage
of copper-clad plastic laminates when a microwave circuit is etched on one side of
the laminate. Because two boards are mated, with circuits facing, to form a
sandwich structure, to say that this creates a problem is a gross understatement.
Although the boards are flexible enough to tae pulled together with screws, the
effects of performing such an operation can be disastrous.
As a, prerequisite for an explanation of this problem, we shall review a brief
history of 'strip line microwave component technology and establish the cause of
warpage.
HISTORY OF STRIP LINE MICROWAVE COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY 	 s
-----•—•
•^	 i
As early as 1 949 the possibility of using flat-strip transmission line to replace
coaxial Gable and waveguide hardware for UHF microwave components was introduced i
at the Air Force Cambridge Research Center. The new design cut down. tremendously i
on volume and weight of components and offered higher reliability. Since coming
into widespread use in the late 1950's and early 1960's, this technology has been
subject to many advances and problems.
Flat-strip transmission line consists of flat conductors, supported on a rigid
dielectric medium, utilizing printed circuit techniques of manufacture. Two of the
precision printed circuit boards are mated to form a "sandwich, " Each board has
a flat copper circuit, which is actually one-half of the electrical circuit, on • one side,
R° 
and a solid copper foil, corning or, the other side of a.. plastic die loctric sheet. The
boards are rnanufa,cturt.^d in such a znanne.r that when they are placed . together, one
atop the other, than circuits on one board snatch tho circuits of the: other. This type
construction, has boon termad "mirror°-matched" cirwuitry,
Circuits are produced by the removal of all but a precise: pattern of copper on one
side of the board, Normally the copper is than gold plated for protection. Microwave
cornponenis made .fror., printed circuit boards permit new design concepts that are
impractical or even unattainable in conventional, coaxial and waveguide cyst-im,s. Flat -
strip transmission line loncls itself to the design of transformers, terrninat - rs,
attenuators, power dividers, variable tuners, directional couplers, amplifiers,
filters, antennas, and h)rbri.cls•
The tolerances r egiii re d for flat- strip trans nni s lion line are too stringent to be
met by standard printed wire boards. In reaching the precise photo-etch process used
tcrprepare microwave circuits, many manufacturing processes were investigated and
found to be inadequate. The photo-etch process is exact and this exactness is grossly
diminished by warped boards.
THE CAUSES OF WARPAGE
The data for this report was taken frorn a cross--linked styrene copolymer circuit
board. The problems encountered with warpage are by no means unique to this type
of the board, the physcial properties of copper, and the process of laminating copper
foil to the board.
of board, but are common to most boards.	 As we will see later, the"ability" of a
board to warp and the degree or extent of warpage is related to the physical properties
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and a solid copper foal coating or, the othor side of a plasti c
 dielectric sheet,
	 The
boards are manufactured in such a manner that v.,hen they are placed . toga the r, one
atop the other, flee circuits can one board match tho circuits of the other. This type
construction has been termed "mirror
 -matched" cir-uitry.
Circuits are produced by the removal of all but a precise pattern of copper on one
side of the board, Normally the copper is them fold plated for protection. Microwave
componen,'s made fron., printed circuit boards pormit new design concepts that are
impractical or even unattainable in conventional coaxial and waveguide systims. Flat -
strip transmission line lends itself to the design of transformers, terminat-rs,
attenuators, power dividers, variable tuners, directional couplers, amplifiers,
filters, antennas, and hybrids.
The tolerances regtiired for flat-strip transmission line are too strin gent to be
met by standard printed wire, boards. In reaching; the precise photo-etch process used
to prepare microwa.v^: ei r cuit ,, many manufacturin g
  processes were investigated and
found to be inadequate. The photo-etch process is exact and this exactness is grossly
diminished by warped boards.
THE CAUSES OF WARPAGE
The data for this report- was taken from a cross--linked styrene copolymer circuit
board. The problems encountered with viax page are by no means unique to this type
of board, but are common to most boards.	 As we will see later, the"ability" of a
board to warp and the degree or extent of warpage is related to the physical properties
of the board, the physcial properties of copper, and the process of laminating copper
foil to the board.
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A microwave circuit laminate with copper on both sides is manufactured by first
making sheets of the plastic, Fiber glass/styrene copolymer sheets are made by
Polymerizing styrene: and another monomer in the pretence of fiber glass. There are
many different types of boards with varying dielectric properties. Among these are
a styrene copolymer and polyethylene.
Once the sheet is prepared, the copper foil must be applied to both sides.
Either the monomer of the board substrate or some other suitable adhesive is
employed for bonding copper to the board. Lamination is carried out at elevated
temperatures under pressure and the product from this process is the laminate
for making circuit boards. This operation is the root of the warpage problem.
To eliminate it would mean elimination of the warpage problem, but not without
sacrificing the copper-'clad board.
Why is the lamination process the source of trouble? To find that answer
one must look at the physical properties of the plastic board, the physical properties
of the copper, and the lamination process, which was said earlier to be a heat and
pressure process. The pertinent physical property to examine is the coefficient
of linear thermal expansion. For the fiber glass/styrene copolymer, the coefficient
is higher than that of copper, and we find that the lamination process takes place at
150 0 C. Thus we know that two materials with different coefficients of linear thermal ex-
pansion are heated. From this wealth of information may we assume stresses are imposed
during lamination? Since warpa ge of any kind is the result of unequalCD stresses, it should
be a safe assumption. Now we shall see how the unequal stresses develop.
0
Using the coefficients of linear expansion and a temperature of 150 C as the
lamination temperature, it is easier to explain this particular warpage than most
warpage caused by unequal stresses. A check of data sheets revealed that the coefficient
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of linear thermal expansion cif the boas d under investigation was 5, 7 x 10 5 0 C
and, for copper (at 20 0 C), it was 1. 65 x 10 ..g o C Rl . If we study the lamination
of copper to a board with a length of nine inches and assume the coefficients of expansion
to be linear (a gross error), the stresses can be visualized.
Starting with a nine inch length of the fiber glass/styrene copolymer board and a
nine inch length of copper foil, we find the lengths at laminating temperature to be
as follows: x t = ^t, 11 + a ( tf " ti ), where , is the length in inches, 4' is the
f	 ^
0
coefficient of linear expansion, t f is the 150 C lamination temperature, and t i is
°
ambient temperature, 20 C. The length of the board at 150°C is given by:
tf 	 1_ f t, 	^1 -I' ( 5. 7 x ) 0 -5 oC »1 ) ( 150 °C - 20 0 C )j
=9in. 11 +741x10
" 5 1 =9 in. +66.69x 10" 3 in.
9. 067 in.
'.thus we see that nine inches of board at 20 °C would be 9. 067 inches at 150 °C. This
figure is nice to know, but it has little importance. Of more interest is the length of
copper foil since it, having the lower coefficient of expansion, is the limiting length
factor. Its length at the lamination temperature of 150 0 C is given by:
Q tf	 ,= X t 	 11 + ( 1.65 x 10" 5 o C` 1 ) ( 150 °C " 20 °C)]^
=9in. 11+21.4x 10"41
9 in. + 193. 05 x 10" 4 in.
9. 019 in.
Thus, the length of copper foil at the lamination temperature is 9. 019 inches. This
figure .also reprt cents the length of board, at 150 0 C, which is bonded to the copper.
r
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5When the lamination procass is complete, the laminate returns to room
temperature (?0 0C for our purposec). As the laminate cools, the materials contrast,
taut, because of differencort in c' pansion coefficients, the Iongth of the copper at
200 0 should be greater than that of the board ar, shown below: For this board,
fza 0  ~ 150I	 0  11 '1 CY 13 ( 20 oC 150 o C )1 0	 Solving this equation to find the
length of 9, 019 inches of board cooling from 150 C to 20 0 C:f20 Co	 = 9. 019 in. 11 + ( 5. 7 x 10 00 5 oC ~ l ) (? 0 oC .- ISO 0 C )l
'	 = 9. 019 in, - 66. 84 x 10" 3 ill.
8. 9 52 in.
Thus, the length of board equal in length to 9, 019 inches of copper at 15000,
would normally be 8. 952 inche s at 20 00, but the copper will be 9, 000 inches, Since
the board is bonded on both aides by this copper, it will only contract to 9. 000
inches, This means; the hoard is held extended , 048 inch beyond its normal length
and,,is stressed.
The board cannot contract farther than 9, 000 inches because of the copper on
both sides, but, as we'discussed earlier, a circuit is produced on one side of the
board by removal of all but a small portion of the copper_. What happens to the
fiber glass/styrene copolymer board when the copper is removed from that side?p
That side, because it no longer has copper holding it extended, tends to contract to
its normal length of 8, 952 inches. Since the opposite side of the board still has its
supporting copper intact, unegL: a3 stresses develop, Contraction of one side of the board
actually pulls a bow or warp into the board.
t
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Although some arsamptions were made for this illustration, they do not
ne ,L,tte vihat Cactus lly happens, r, ho figures obtained are by no means realistic,
but thcy show the m ehan!Lmi of warpagu of fiber gla€; s /styrene copolymer and other
board rw^terials that exhibit coefficients of expansion greater than that of copper,
If we Lad been coining with a bo-Ard matoriral with a coefficient of expansion
less thaaa that of coppov, whet differences would the calculations performed earlier
produce: We would find that the copper i s held extended by the board.
Etching a circuit on one side of a board having the copper extended would
also result in warpage, but in a direction. opposite that observed in the first
illustration. Warpage in a direction away from the circuit is caused by contraction
of copper on the side opposite the circuit. This contraction is made possible by the
removal of stress -equalizingcopper when putting the circuit on the board.
ICEDUCTION AND PREVENTION OF WARPAGE
e	 Now that the warpage cause has been established, we shall study tie methods
for preventing and reducing this problematic, effect, To prevent warpage, inherent
	 z
stresses must be eliminated before a circuit is etched on the board. To remove
or reduce warpage, stresses present in the warped board must be equalized or
rennoved. Each of the above situations will be discussed separately.
If the decision is made to prevent warpage from occurring, the first question
to come to mind is how to go about eliminating the stresses inherent in the boards
f due to the lamination process. We found earlier that the lamination process was
thermal-oriented, a fact which rules out a heat treatment type of -,tress relief. Thus,
6
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it appears that, if stress relief ie to be effected, it must be done at a low
teat-tpr.2•ature. Investigationu
	 that this method indeed provides stress
relief for matari.al.s sucli as copper-clad filer glas/st~yrone copolymer. This
11rninate, treated at •80 0C for one t-o two hours, will not warp when a circuit
is produced on one side of the beard by the +aching process. In a similar
manner, etched boards that are warped can be fl.ationed. They need only to be
restrained in a flat po6tion and subjected to - 800C for one to two hours.
Before discussing the details of the processes, we shotdet try to answer
the common question concerning why a treatment such as this prevents or
reduces warpage. To be. honest, the answer is not simple. There are many
factors entering into stress relieving this type of material, and few can be
understood. One factor is an apparent slippage of the bond between copper and
board. From our examination of the relative coefficicut s of expansion, we know
the fiber glass/styrene copol.yr:.ter board will contract more than the copper.
We also know that the board, prior to the cryogenic treatment, is held wdended
by the copper. Thus, even Without cooling to effect contraction, the board is
tending toward that end. Evidently, there occurs a slight slippage of the, bond
between the copper and the beard, which neutralizes the extension of the board
by the copper. It is useless to try to calculate or estimate this effect using
coefficients of expansion because of non-linearity of the coefficients in this
temperature region and other contributing factors. One of the other factors is
an inexplicable change in the crystalline structure of the fiber glass /styrene copolymer.
I
The iriflrrC. rtcc of this clrt; lge on 
€:tress relief is not fully 1--no it, but it leas lac;can
Shown riot to aff( • c:i the physical or electrical propertiet of the ii-iicr6wavv board
The change in structure hus been noted tbrough the use of x-ray analysis, but
that is tho only l n a)Nvlc:dge one has of this phenoicwnon.
Other factors influQacing Clio stress relief at this lour ten peratu,re are
not	 but it iti evidc,,M thK.,t: sli ppage of the bond is the rxaajc) y, contrib, nor.
One n-ay ask, "if the bond slips, shouldn't the capper be extended when the
lavninate returns to rooni tonrperaturc?" The answer to this is a qualified "yes".
The extent has to be g inall, probably because the mass difference between
^coppor Mid board makes warpage caused by this condition very remote.
It is known that there is an optimum sh. es-relieving temperature for
different types of laminat,»*s. The optimum tc inperature for the fiber glass/
styrene copolymer which was uncles investigation is -SO°C if that temperature
is maintainod for one to two hours. Low(,, r temperatures for the same duration
result in reverse warpage; i. e. , warpage caused by extended copper, and higher
temperatures are insufficient to coinplete stress r,.,Aef. These; points add to
the case for slippage of the bond as a ma zw facto . The reverse warpage must`
be due to copper extended beyond its nor nia:l length j.-,.ore severely than that
found to result from optimum temperature slippage. Subsequent etching or
removal of copper frorit one side of the board allows the cwopper on the opposite
side to contract toward its normal. length.
c
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Now, with the theories asi#41c, the cryogenic treatment of the fiber glass/
styrene copolymer board «,ill be .studied in detail. This material is representative
of microwave circuit boardd, materials and has been the object of study by IBM-
Huntf3viDe in cooperation with its subcontractors.
It should be brought out at this point that cryogenically treating boards
to prevent warpage must be done with flat boards. If the unetched boards are
warped to any degree (which is inexplicably the case in some instances), they
must be physically flattened prior to the cryogenic treatment as must be etched
boards which are warped. If this is not done, the treated bo;^rds will retain
the shape they dioplayed prior to treatment.
The warped boards are placed in an oven and slowly heated to 100oC.
This operation serves one purpose only; to make the boards flexible enough
^o be physically flattened with the least r mount of stress or strain on the board.
It is important that this heat; operation not be interpreted as having any other
purpose. While the boards are hot, they are' clamped between two pieces of
aluminum or other flat material. The clamping operation could be performed
on boards at room temperature; but unnecessary stresses' would be put on the
boards and the possibility of cracking exists, expecially if any holes had been
drilled at this point.
The clamped boards are then slowly cooled to a temperature of -801C.
Once this temperature is reached, it is maintained for one to two hours before
it is allowed to return to room ambient. Some heat may be used to decrease
q
p
na the tin-ic required to raise the> teinporature, but a niininlum of one -half hour
should be used in reaching; room ambient. The boards are then uncl.arnped.
At thi., point, lacy are flat and sufficiently stress relieved to prevent warpage
during etching oar, in the case of etched boards, to remain flat. Such is the
treati-nent for warped board,,;, etchecl or unetched.
Unetched, flat boards to be cryogenically treated for prevention of
warpage during etching need not be heated or clamped prior to taking to -800C.
The full treatment for these boards is the cycle from room ambient to -80 0 C and
back to room am.biont as discussed for w,. r,ped boards. Boards so treated will
go through etching with little: or no warpage.
Tables I and II give figures to show the effectiveness of both methods,
i, e. , treatment of boards prior to and after etching. As can be seen in Table I,
boards that had not been treated cryogenically prior to etching warped as much
as 0. 5 inch along a 9. 0 inch length. Subsequent treatment reduced this warpage
to a negligible amount or to none at all. In comparison, Table II shows the
effect of treating boards prior to etching. The amount of warpage as a result of
etching treated boards is essentially nil. Note that the first two samples shown
in Table II gave results that were not too much to brag about, but these were
obtained during the establishment of optimum conditions for cryogenically
treating this material.
One may ask, "What effect does this treatment have on the board?
Admittedly, it would seem that a change in crystalline structure of the board
10
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and slippage of the copper- to-board bond would leave "after-effects ", but this
is not the case. The boards do not bacon-ic embrittled by the process nor is
the bond weakened to any noticeable degree. Components made from boards
treated in the manner have passed vibrational and other tests designed to qualify
units for flight.
As stated earlier, optimum conditions must be established for different
materials. To give an example of the variance in temperatures required, copper-
clad polyethlene is quenched in liquid nitrogen by one manufacturer immediately
after laminating copper to the board. Polyethylene has a linear coefficient of
expansion of 17 x 10 ^5 , which is much greater fiber glass/styrene copolymer.
Were it not for the cryogenic treatment of quenching in liquid nitrogen, these
boards would literally curl up when the copper is removed from. one side of the
laminate.
A point to be clarified is that the treatment discussed here is for materials
commonly used for microwave circuits. Printed circuit boards, which are
usually constructed of epoxy/fiber glass, differ front microwave circuit
boards in thickness, in rigidity, and, of greater importance, in electrical
characteristics. Printed circuit boards normally do not have copper remaining
on one side as a shield. This does not inean that there are no warpage problems
associated With printed circuit boards; indeed, these problems exist, but they
are not related to warpage experienced with microwave boards. Most warpage
problems in printed circuit boards can be traced to elevated temperature
processing of boards constructed of epoxy that is not completely cured.
i
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TabIQ 1. Itvrmlts of Treittingy Fil)(,z•
Styrviio Copolymer l lm..vds Warf,^^cl ba ^:;tclaicw4;
t
board Sim'.,
(in incllo s)
5x9
iW	
w i' ")Prior	 warp;-,("C
	
to Trolutnje)it (1)	 Aftor TT'4,at1'twut
(in inches)
	 (in inelles)
0,5	 0. 00 5
5x9	 0, 5	 None
3x 9 	 0. 3	 0. 010
	
4 x 4	 0. 715	 None
	
^V...r Mr.wrr.w.ra._._...-11.11. 	 a: .'rx. .R-rs.xrevw w..Ypr.. ,++...wv.,^.if+s+.es.rM^+,^'+rywv'Kw+'.,w.w.wwvrww+y!...'^^:w..raY+,,.u..r.«afw.+..w^r^^r+..s,s rwx Yw.w.^r.rwsw..ww^
(l.) Ti;,(.-a -ric-nt i y -irforti liod as desc ribod in this report.
(2) Warpage inwisurod as maxin-ium hei ght from flat surface. along the;
length of tljt. board,
(3) Relatively poor results in first two boards , ,vo cl, cite to c,.Aablishing
opti.murn conditions,
"!.'able 2, Results of "mating (L) F iber alas t/Styrene:
Copolytncr Boards II rlor to lAching
Board Size (in inches)
Warpage~ (2) Caused
by Etching (in inches)
5x9 0.1.0(3)
5x9 0.081	 r)
a x 9 None
5x9„ None
5 x 9 None
5 x 9 0. 008
5 x 9 Norse
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If there are limitations or restrictions to the cryogenic treatment of microwave
circuit laminates, they are few. The only :limitation of which we are aware
is that, once the boards are treated, they should not be subjected to elevated
temperatures. Fiber glass/styrene copolyrrw-r should remain below 100 0C, but
other materials would have different temperature limitations. As a matter of
interest, it should be noted that, if the unetched boards are not warped and equal
amounts of copper are to be removed, from both. sides of the board, the cryogenic
treatment is not necessary.
It may be difficult to explain fully the mechanism of stress relieving
microwave circuit boards by a cryogenic treatment, but this is relatively new
technology as is stress relief of metal parts, after heat treating, by treating
cryogenically. Tremendous results have been obtained in this latter area but
the reasons for the results are very elusive to investigators.
SU MM- *l Y•
In review, we see that the problem under.: investigation was warpage of
copper clad materials exhibiting dielectric constants suitable for use in the
ultra high frequence strip-line circuit boards in microwave components. The
process of applying copper foil to both sides of the board induces stresses in the
board by causing copper or board to be held extended from its normal length,
depending upon relative coefficients of linear expansion. When the microwave
circuit is etched on one side of the board, the supporting stress on that side of
the board is removed and warpage occurs. The direction of warpage (i. e., toward
c
13
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qor away from the etched side) is dependent upon whether the copper or the board
is the stressed material. With copper—clad faker glass/styrene copolymer
boards, the substrate ha.€« a higher coefficient of expansion than copper and is
the stressed material. Warpage in a system such as this is toward the etched
board.
Prevention of this warpage problem is accomplished by stress relieving
the copper clad board at cryogenic temperature (-80 0C for the fiber glass/styrene
copolymer) prior to etching. If this process i5 not employed and an etched,
warped board exists, the warpage . can be removed by physically flattening the
boards at an elevated temperature and maintaining there in the fiat conditions
while treating cryogenically. Boards treated in this manner emerge flat and
remain so unless subjected to elevated temperatures which would simulate
the copper: lan-.ination process.
The use of cryogenic treatments as stress relieving or warp-preventing
measures appears to be widening and should provide much new technology in the
future. Without a doubt, theorists will have exciting time s attempting to explain
mechanisms, while people in manufacturing will be, for the most part, content
with the knowledge that they work.
I
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The following illustrations were used as
slides in Mr. Boone's oral presentation.
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